
      How to Launch a New Consultant          

 Part 1 

 

*1.  Help your new business partner complete their Arbonne Consultant Registration and place a starter 

order.   

If resources allow ordering both the ASVP nutrition and the ASVP RE9 set gives them a strong start!   

Catalogs, order forms and host brochures as well.   

Share with them how the ASVP packages are the best deals for their clients and how they can quickly 

earn a 3-digit paycheck when focusing on promoting the ASVP’s 

Never let them go home to do this first step on their own, because they MAY NOT end up doing it!  

This way you can help them get familiar with the ordering part of the Arbonne website and how they 

can utilize the shopping cart to maximize their discount with the 125’s.  Show them just this portion of 

the website so it doesn’t get overwhelming. 

 

*2.   Add them to the team FB page and messenger thread with a big warm welcome!  Have them make 

their announcement on THEIR Facebook and Instagram sharing they started the business! 

 

*3.  Go over the 100-person name list with them and show them the memory jogger on it.  Help them 

identify the 5 or 6 people in their life they would LOVE to build this business with and then together reach 

out and ask those 5 people to get on a 3-way call with your upline VP. 

 

*4.  Choose their business launch dates or “ribbon cutting” dates! 3 dates within the first 7-10 days and 

book 6 presentations with friends.   

This helps them to get into lots of activity quickly, so they have excitement and keep the energy going! 

YOU create the digital flyers for their events with them and coach them on how to personally invite! 

 

*5.  Ask them their financial goal with this business and then make sure their activity matches that goal!  

 If they don’t match, they can either adjust their goal ☹ OR up their activity! 😊 

 

*6.  Help them craft their WHY story so they have it down pat for their group presentations.   

Starting off their presentations with a strong confident beginning sets them up for more success that 

evening and knowing what they want from this business sounds far more compelling! 

 

*7.  Get them into DAILY activity sharing this opportunity and these products.   

Coffee dates, Facetimes, FB live groups, Wellness Wednesdays.  Sending out private messages inviting 

people to look at this business first, bookings second, sales third and referrals last.  Print out the “get 

your ask in gear” document and work together on verbiage for how to ask.  DO NOT let them go rogue!  

Focus on helping them introduce Arbonne to 40 new people every month! 

 

When all these 7 steps are complete, you can move to Part 2 of Launching!  You don’t need their 

beginning events to all have happened, but at least have them all scheduled before moving forward. 


